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Executive Summary
This report contains recommendations for financial services policymakers for a principled
modernization of the regulatory framework to facilitate the responsible use of artificial intelligence in
credit underwriting.
Artificial intelligence (“AI”) offers a leap forward for the accuracy and fairness of decisions on consumer
credit. AI can integrate and analyze richer data sets than conventional credit underwriting, and can
more accurately assess a consumer’s creditworthiness using factors (and combinations of factors) not
considered by conventional underwriting systems. This increased accuracy will benefit borrowers who
currently face obstacles obtaining low-cost bank credit under conventional underwriting approaches.
There is no universally accepted definition of AI.1 In general, AI is associated with the development
and implementation of computer systems to perform tasks that traditionally would have required
human cognitive intelligence, such as thinking and decision-making.2 Machine learning is a subset
of AI that generally refers to the ability of a software algorithm to identify patterns and automatically
optimize and refine performance from processing large data sets with little or no human intervention
or programming.3 Although AI has existed for many years, interest in applying AI has surged as a
result of increases in computing power and the availability of large data sets, including, in the financial
services sector, “alternative data” not traditionally collected by consumer reporting agencies or used in
calculating credit scores.4 For simplicity, this white paper uses the term “AI” to refer to the evaluation of
large data sets using machine learning algorithms.
Much of the current regulatory framework was devised well before AI was used to assist credit
underwriting. Unsurprisingly, that framework is now outdated in ways that constrain the transformative
power of AI. The Bank Policy Institute (“BPI”) and the law firm of Covington & Burling LLP (“Covington”)5
have prepared this white paper to:
•

explain the regulatory framework that currently applies to the use of AI in credit underwriting;

•

identify the ways in which that regulatory framework impedes broad implementation of AI in credit
underwriting; and

•

provide BPI’s recommendations for a regulatory process designed to modernize the regulatory
framework in a way that preserves core regulatory principles while removing unnecessary obstacles
to the use of AI to improve credit underwriting.

This white paper focuses principally on the regulatory frameworks relating to fair lending and model
risk management, as these two areas bear significantly on banks’ efforts to implement AI systems
in credit underwriting. Although this paper focuses on credit underwriting, the proposed regulatory
modernization would also facilitate the use of AI systems in related areas, such as marketing, customer
service, and collections.
BPI recommends that the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”) and the federal banking
agencies6 work together to identify obstacles to the responsible use of AI in credit underwriting and
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implement a principled modernization of the existing regulatory framework to eliminate those obstacles.
To succeed and foster the responsible use of AI in credit underwriting, principled modernization should
include each of the following six elements:
•

Coordination. Principled modernization should involve a coordinated, interagency effort to
develop a consistent set of expectations for the use of AI in credit underwriting. Such an effort
would promote both consumer protection and the safety and soundness of financial institutions.

•

Preservation of Regulatory Principles. Principled modernization should preserve critical
regulatory principles, such as the prohibition against unlawful discrimination, while critically
examining and updating regulatory practices that may unintentionally discourage bank adoption of
new technologies.

•

Recognition of the Distinct Features of AI. Principled modernization should include targeted
changes to regulatory practices to take into account the distinct features of AI models and to place
AI and traditional models on an equal regulatory footing. Such changes should create substantial
flexibility going forward in light of the pace of technological change and the risk that prescriptive
changes may have unintended consequences.

•

Level Playing Field. Principled modernization should create a regulatory framework that applies
equally to banks and non-banks. A level playing field gives consumers the broadest possible
opportunities to obtain credit and promotes fair treatment of consumers by all creditors.

•

Consistency. Principled modernization should result in a uniform regulatory framework that is
applied consistently by all federal financial regulatory agencies.

•

Transparency. Principled modernization should yield a regulatory framework that is made wholly
transparent through one or more regulatory publications, whether issued jointly or in consultation
and coordination among the agencies, so that all stakeholders understand how AI may be used in
credit underwriting.

Consistent with the foregoing elements, BPI also recommends that the CFPB and the federal banking
agencies follow the principles set forth in the Memorandum issued by the Office of Management and
Budget (“OMB”) in January 2020 containing proposed Guidance for Regulation of Artificial Intelligence
Applications, and submit to OMB plans for achieving consistency with the Guidance.7 Modernizing
existing regulatory approaches as described above would allow more creditors to utilize AI in credit
underwriting, provide consistent consumer protection, strengthen safe and sound underwriting
practices, and foster responsible and fair outcomes.
This white paper is organized as follows:
•

Section I describes the promise of AI in improving credit underwriting.

•

Section II reviews the current state of the law relating to credit underwriting.

•

Section III provides recommendations for modernization of the regulatory framework to facilitate
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the responsible use of AI in credit underwriting while preserving core regulatory principles and outlines
potential regulatory areas that may be candidates for modernization.

I. The Promise of Artificial Intelligence in
Credit Underwriting
The use of AI in credit underwriting could be an important step forward in expanding the availability
and reducing the cost of consumer financial services. Conventional underwriting systems, including
most credit scoring models, were built prior to important changes in the availability of data, consumer
demographics, consumer behavior, advanced analytics, and computing power. AI can capture and
process broader and deeper data sets, and can use both more sophisticated analytical tools and
powerful new computing capabilities to generate more accurate credit underwriting.
Conventional credit underwriting systems were themselves innovative when first implemented, as
they applied new data and technology to credit decisions. The mere collection and use of data about
individuals was controversial when it began in the nineteenth century, and computerizing such data
was criticized as “a threat . . . to a man’s very humanity” as recently as 1968.8 However, the use of
expanded data and technology have reduced underwriting costs and expanded avenues for further
access to credit. Those advantages, coupled with appropriate adjustments in the law to regulate the
new approach, have fostered widespread acceptance of advances in consumer credit underwriting.
In particular, the public and policymakers have become comfortable with the use of credit scores in
addition to, and then largely in place of, subjective lending decisions.
Conventional credit underwriting systems and credit scoring systems are not, however, a panacea.
They work best for consumers who have established credit histories with mainstream lenders, such as
mortgage lenders and credit card issuers.9 They serve less well other creditworthy consumers who are
unbanked or underbanked, new immigrants, young consumers, consumers with prior adverse credit
history, and low-and-moderate income (“LMI”) borrowers.10
Congress has recognized that AI may be the next step in the evolution of credit underwriting, and that
the law and regulators need to adapt to both facilitate and regulate this development.11 Last year, the
House Financial Services Committee created a bipartisan Task Force on Artificial Intelligence that will
“educate Congress on the opportunities and challenges posed by these technologies and what we can
do to produce the best outcomes for consumers.”12
AI credit underwriting systems have at least four advantages over conventional credit underwriting
systems.
First, AI has the ability to quickly capture, aggregate, and process a large volume and variety of data,
yielding deeper insights into a consumer’s ability to handle credit and, importantly, expanding the
universe of consumers for whom relevant and accurate data is available.13 These data can include
assets, cash flow, savings and spending behavior, digital bill payment, and other factors that predict
consumer creditworthiness. AI systems also analyze alternative data to identify new patterns and
correlations across data sets that are not captured by conventional models.14 These new paths to credit
can expand access to credit, particularly for traditionally underserved borrowers, just as the use of
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alternative data has led to advances in such areas as equal access to employment and healthcare for
underserved communities.15
The federal banking agencies and the CFPB jointly recognized the benefits of using alternative data in
credit underwriting in their Interagency Statement on the Use of Alternative Data in Credit Underwriting,
issued in December 2019.16 The agencies found that the use of alternative data may improve the
speed and accuracy of credit decisions, help firms evaluate the creditworthiness of consumers who
may not be able to obtain credit in the mainstream credit system, and enable consumers to obtain
additional products or more favorable pricing or terms based on enhanced assessments of repayment
capacity.17 Recognizing “alternative data’s potential to expand access to credit and produce benefits
for consumers,” the agencies sought to “encourage responsible use of such data.”18 For example, the
agencies pointed to the use of cash flow data that “may present no greater risks than data traditionally
used in the credit evaluation process.”19 The Interagency Statement echoes prior CFPB recognition of
the benefits of alternative data in filling gaps in credit history, expanding credit access, and lowering
borrowing costs.20
The CFPB has also spoken directly to the combined potential of using alternative data with AI systems:
For some consumers, the use of unconventional sources of information, or “alternative data,”
to evaluate creditworthiness may be a way to increase access to credit or decrease the cost of
credit. Alternative data includes information not typically found in core credit files of nationwide
consumer reporting agencies and may indicate a likelihood of meeting obligations on time that
a traditional credit history may not reflect.
In addition to the use of alternative data, increased computing power and the expanded use
of machine learning can potentially identify relationships not otherwise discoverable through
methods that have been traditionally used in credit scoring. As a result of these innovations,
some consumers who now cannot obtain favorably priced credit may see increased credit
access or lower borrowing costs.21
Second, AI credit underwriting systems have the potential to be dynamic, meaning they may be
continually refreshed and refined to take into account new data and the significance of such data.
By comparison, conventional credit underwriting systems often remain static until the model is
periodically reviewed, refreshed with a new data set, and updated on a manual basis. The dynamic
updating of AI systems allows for underwriting that more accurately reflects consumers’ changing
financial circumstances.
Third, because they evaluate a broader range of data and refresh their approach continuously, AI credit
underwriting systems can better predict consumer performance than conventional credit underwriting
systems.22 For example, a consumer may have no credit score or a low credit score but still demonstrate
a probability of repayment in other ways, thereby qualifying for credit.23 Use of AI can produce a more
robust and holistic assessment of a consumer’s creditworthiness and thereby expand access to lowcost mainstream credit for millions of underserved and “credit invisible” Americans.24 In this regard, AI
is simply the latest phase in the expansion of credit that began when automated credit models started
to replace personal experience and judgment as the basis for underwriting decisions.25 While AI-based
credit underwriting will not always result in a more favorable view of the consumer’s ability to repay
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than a conventional credit score, it can expand access to credit for the millions of Americans who
simply have no credit score at all.
Fourth, AI credit underwriting systems use more diverse data sets and credit standards compared to
conventional credit scores, and so allow multiple approaches to assessing a consumer’s creditworthiness.
Such diversification in credit underwriting should not only give underserved consumers additional
opportunities to qualify for credit, but also reduce systemic risk by enabling banks to adopt different
approaches to credit decisions.26
Use of AI in credit underwriting has accelerated in the non-banking financial services sector. However,
as described below, the relatively slow adoption of these practices by traditional banks reflects not a lack
of interest or aptitude, but a regulatory, examination, and enforcement regime that may unintentionally
discourage bank innovation. The hurdles placed before banks matter to consumers because access to
insured deposits makes banks the most dependable, low-cost, through-the-cycle source of credit for
consumers, including LMI borrowers.

II. The Current State of the Law
Like many innovations, the use of AI to improve credit underwriting requires modernizing the existing
regulatory framework. A first step is to understand the principles and mechanisms of the current
regulatory framework.
The regulatory framework for credit underwriting is designed to protect consumers from unlawful
discrimination in credit decisions on the basis of race, gender, national origin, and age, among other
factors. This framework applies to both human decision-making and automated decision-making. The
use of technology does not excuse or justify unlawful discrimination.
Lenders and regulators play important roles in preventing credit discrimination. Lenders typically rely
upon consumer reports and other common data sources that are governed by federal law and regulation
and historically have been accepted by regulators as nondiscriminatory. Regulators have developed
various techniques for supervising and examining lenders’ credit underwriting, including their use of
automated decision-making. In addition, notices to consumers about credit decisions give a degree of
transparency to credit underwriting decisions and help consumers to assert their legal rights.
This white paper addresses four types of regulatory frameworks most relevant to credit underwriting
by banks: (1) fair lending; (2) model risk management; (3) consumer reporting; and (4) unfair, deceptive,
or abusive acts or practices (“UDAAP”).27 The current state of the law in each area is discussed below.
The same regulatory framework applies to conventional credit underwriting systems and AI credit
underwriting systems alike.28

A.

FAIR LENDING

ECOA, along with its implementing regulation, Regulation B, is the primary federal law prohibiting
discrimination in credit transactions.29 ECOA and Regulation B prohibit creditors from discriminating
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against an applicant in any aspect of a credit transaction on a prohibited basis, including race, gender,
national origin, and age, among certain other prohibited bases.30 It is unlawful for a creditor to treat
an applicant belonging to a protected class differently from similarly situated applicants not in the
protected class if the creditor lacks a legitimate nondiscriminatory reason for such action, or if the
asserted reason is a pretext for discrimination.31 To prove such disparate treatment, a plaintiff must
show that the credit decision was based at least in part on this protected characteristic.32
Title X of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 (“Dodd-Frank Act”)
transferred exclusive rulemaking and interpretive authority for ECOA and Regulation B from the FRB
to the CFPB.33 The Dodd-Frank Act also transferred exclusive examination authority for ECOA and
Regulation B to the CFPB for insured depository institutions and credit unions with assets in excess
of $10 billion, as well as affiliates of such institutions, and for most non-bank lenders.34 Non-banks
examined by the CFPB include non-bank mortgage lenders, student loan lenders, payday lenders, and
other “larger participants” in markets for consumer financial products or services that the CFPB, by
rule, subjects to its examination authority.35 Service providers to these entities are also subject to CFPB
examination authority.36 Accordingly, given its primary and broad authority for ECOA and Regulation B
with respect to banks and non-banks, the CFPB is best positioned to interpret ECOA and Regulation B
in a manner that can be applied consistently to all lenders.
The CFPB—like the FRB that previously exercised primary rulemaking and interpretive authority for
ECOA and Regulation B—has determined that disparate impact may serve as a basis for a finding
of discrimination under ECOA and Regulation B.37 Disparate impact occurs when a facially neutral
creditor practice, even though applied evenly and uniformly, has a disproportionately adverse impact
on applicants from a protected class, unless the practice meets a legitimate business need that cannot
reasonably be achieved by means that are less disparate in impact.38
There have been significant disputes regarding the application and contours of disparate impact as a
basis for fair lending violations. Most recently, the Supreme Court in Texas Department of Housing &
Community Affairs v. Inclusive Communities Project, Inc. (“Inclusive Communities”) considered whether
disparate impact claims are cognizable under the Fair Housing Act.39 In a 5-4 decision, Justice Kennedy,
writing for the majority, held that disparate impact claims are cognizable under the Fair Housing Act.40
The four dissenting Justices, led by Justice Alito, would have reached the opposite conclusion.41
Inclusive Communities did not address whether disparate impact claims are cognizable under ECOA.
Lower courts have determined that disparate impact claims are permitted under ECOA,42 but there also
are opposing views on the viability of disparate impact claims under ECOA.43 The debate regarding
disparate impact need not delay modernizing the regulatory framework to adapt to AI credit underwriting
systems, and proposals in this white paper do not depend upon a resolution of that debate.
To avoid unlawful discrimination under ECOA and Regulation B, lenders generally must not use
prohibited basis data or proxies for discrimination in their credit underwriting systems.44 Lenders may
consider factors such as age and marital status for limited purposes, but cannot consider factors such
as race, color, religion, national origin, or sex under any circumstances.45 Banks implement controls to
ensure that their credit underwriting systems, including internal and third-party credit scoring systems,
do not consider prohibited bases or proxies for prohibited bases. Banks also conduct periodic testing
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of models and their results and trend analysis to validate that credit underwriting systems do not
discriminate against applicants on a prohibited basis, and conduct file reviews if statistical analysis
indicates that further review is warranted. In this regard, however, banks must rely on fair lending
guidance that is more than twenty years old and preceded the introduction of AI and machine learning
into credit underwriting.46
Separately, ECOA and Regulation B require creditors to provide credit applicants with a notice of
action taken within 30 days after receiving a completed application.47 These provisions are designed
to provide applicants and regulators with information that could help identify any potential unlawful
discrimination. When a creditor denies an application for credit or takes other adverse action against
an applicant, it must provide an adverse action notice to the applicant and provide, or make available
upon request, a statement of the specific reasons for the action taken.48
The specific reasons for the action taken must be the actual factors used to deny the application –
whether based on a credit scoring or a judgmental system.49 This is true even if the applicant may
not understand the relationship of the factor (for example, “age of automobile”) to the applicant’s
creditworthiness.50 If a creditor bases the denial or other adverse action on a credit scoring system,
no factor that was a principal reason for adverse action may be excluded from disclosure.51 The official
interpretations to Regulation B describe two methods that may be used in a credit scoring system to
determine the key factors that led to adverse action, both of which are based on deviations below an
average score, although other methods that produce substantially similar results also may be used.52
It is not sufficient to state that an applicant did not meet the creditor’s underwriting criteria or achieve
a satisfactory score in a credit scoring system.53 However, a creditor need not provide a customized
description of how or why a factor adversely affected an applicant.54
Given the distinct attributes of AI credit underwriting systems, the methods for generating adverse
action reasons and the types of reasons produced may differ from the methods used and types of
reasons generated by conventional credit underwriting systems. For a discussion of potential policy
responses, see Section III.C.3 below.

B.

Regulation of Credit Underwriting Systems
1. FAIR LENDING REGULATION OF CREDIT UNDERWRITING SYSTEMS

Regulation B differentiates between two types of systems for evaluating applicants. The first method is
an “empirically derived, demonstrably and statistically sound, credit scoring system” that “evaluates an
applicant’s creditworthiness mechanically, based on key attributes of the applicant and aspects of the
transaction, and that determines, alone or in conjunction with an evaluation of additional information
about the applicant, whether an applicant is deemed creditworthy.”55 For ease of reference, this white
paper refers to such a system as an “empirically derived credit scoring system.” The second method
is any system for evaluating the creditworthiness of an applicant other than an empirically derived,
demonstrably and statistically sound, credit scoring system.56 Such a method is called a judgmental
system. Regulators strongly favor the use of an empirically derived credit scoring system because
these systems generally avoid disparate treatment.57 Accordingly, banks use such systems, including
third-party credit scores and automated credit underwriting systems, as much as possible.
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An empirically derived credit scoring system must be: (1) based on data derived from an empirical
comparison of sample groups or the population of creditworthy and non-creditworthy applicants
who applied for credit within a reasonable preceding period of time; (2) developed for the purpose
of evaluating the creditworthiness of applicants with respect to the legitimate business interests of
the creditor utilizing the system; (3) developed and validated using accepted statistical principles
and methodology; and (4) periodically revalidated.58 A creditor may use an empirically derived credit
scoring system obtained from a third party, or may develop a system internally based on its own credit
experience, such as developing a proprietary credit scoring system.59 The official interpretations to
Regulation B elaborate on the periodic revalidation of empirically derived credit scoring systems and
the use of third-party data for initial development of such systems.60
AI credit underwriting systems generally should qualify as empirically derived credit scoring systems.
The specific methods used to develop and revalidate AI systems, however, may not align fully with the
regulatory elements and official interpretations, which were developed decades before AI technology
became feasible for use in credit underwriting. For a discussion of potential policy responses, see
Section III.C.2 below.

2. MODEL RISK MANAGEMENT GUIDANCE
In 2011, the OCC and the FRB issued joint Supervisory Guidance on Model Risk Management (“Model
Risk Management Guidance” or the “Guidance”).61 The FDIC subsequently adopted the Guidance in
2017.62 The Guidance predates the advent of AI credit underwriting systems and does not mention AI, AI
models, or AI systems. However, at least one member of the FRB has stated that the Guidance should
apply to banks’ use of AI systems.63
The Guidance includes a broad definition of “model” and covers “all aspects of model risk management.”64
The Guidance applies to banks supervised by the OCC, FRB, and FDIC, but does not apply to non-bank
creditors, including those supervised by the CFPB. The Guidance applies to banks’ use of both internal
and third-party models, but explicitly notes that the process for model risk management of vendor
models may be “somewhat modified.”65
The Guidance describes in detail the key aspects of an effective model risk management framework,
including robust model development, implementation, and use; effective validation; and sound
governance, policies, and controls. In practice, in certain circumstances, the Guidance has reportedly
been applied to require banks to dedicate substantial compliance resources to anything deemed a
“model,” including multiple layers of internal and regulatory review, which has resulted, in these cases,
in substantially delayed development and modification.
AI credit underwriting systems should be able to satisfy regulatory expectations for model risk
management, including, for example, monitoring, periodic testing of models, and trend analysis, under
consistently applied standards. For a discussion of potential policy concerns and responses, see
Section III.C.4 below.
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C.

Credit Reporting

The Fair Credit Reporting Act (“FCRA”) governs the communication of consumer reports from consumer
reporting agencies to lenders and other users of such reports, the use of consumer reports by creditors
and other parties with a permissible purpose, and the furnishing of information to a consumer reporting
agency.66 Title X of the Dodd-Frank Act transferred most FCRA rulemaking authority and broad, but not
exclusive, examination and enforcement authority for FCRA compliance to the CFPB.67 Credit scores
developed by third-party vendors are a type of consumer report regulated by the FCRA that creditors
routinely use in making credit underwriting decisions.68 Two such credit scores in the marketplace are
the FICO® score and VantageScore®.
These credit scores were developed to qualify as empirically derived credit scoring systems under
Regulation B. Because these credit scores are used in making credit decisions and Regulation B
generally prohibits the consideration of prohibited bases in making credit decisions,69 credit score
developers built the algorithms used to generate these credit scores to exclude consideration of
prohibited bases, such as race, national origin, or gender, or proxies for prohibited bases. In fact, thirdparty credit score developers warrant that their scoring systems comply with fair lending laws and do
not consider prohibited bases. That said, the CFPB and the bank regulatory agencies do not review the
proprietary algorithms that underlie the credit scoring systems used to generate credit scores.
The FCRA, like ECOA, has an adverse action notice requirement. When a credit denial is based in
whole or in part on a consumer report, including a credit score, the creditor must provide an FCRA
adverse action notice along with an ECOA adverse action notice.70 In an FCRA adverse action notice,
the creditor must disclose, among other things, whether a credit score was used in taking the action
and, if so, the key factors that adversely affected the credit score.71 Credit scoring systems generate the
key factors that adversely affected the score to support user compliance with the FCRA. For example,
a FICO® Score “comes with reason codes that indicate why the score was not higher[]” to support
regulatory compliance and communication with consumers.72 The key factors are similar to the specific
reasons that are provided or made available in connection with ECOA adverse action notices.
As with ECOA adverse action notices with specific reasons discussed in Section II.A above, generating
key factors for a credit score developed through an AI algorithm may rely on methodologies and
generate outputs different from those used or experienced with conventional credit scoring systems.
For a discussion of potential concerns and policy responses, see Section III.C.2 below.

D.

Unfair, Deceptive, and Abusive Acts or Practices

Sections 1031 and 1036 of Title X of the Dodd-Frank Act prohibit unfair, deceptive or abusive practices
(“UDAAP”).73 The CFPB has exclusive UDAAP rulemaking, interpretive, and enforcement authority over
banks and non-banks under Sections 1031 and 1036.
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act (“FTC Act”) prohibits unfair or deceptive acts or practices
(“UDAP”).74 The Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) has authority to promulgate regulations under
Section 5 that apply to non-banks subject to its jurisdiction and to bring UDAP enforcement actions
against non-bank entities subject to its jurisdiction.75 The federal banking agencies have asserted that
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they have UDAP supervisory and enforcement authority under Section 5 of the FTC Act over banks and
credit unions subject to their jurisdiction.76
An act or practice is unfair if it causes or is likely to cause substantial injury to consumers that
consumers cannot reasonably avoid, and the injury is not outweighed by benefits to the consumer
or to competition.77 Likewise, an act or practice is deceptive if it involves material representations or
omissions that are likely to mislead a consumer acting reasonably under the circumstances.78 Under
the Dodd-Frank Act, an act or practice is abusive if it materially interferes with the consumer’s ability
to understand a term or condition of a consumer financial product or service, or takes unreasonable
advantage of a consumer’s lack of understanding of material risks, costs, or conditions; the consumer’s
inability to protect his or her interests; or the consumer’s reasonable reliance on the provider to act in
the consumer’s interests.79
The misuse of credit underwriting systems could lead to allegations of unfair, deceptive, or abusive
conduct. For example, a credit denial based on arbitrary reasons may be unfair. A UDAAP/UDAP
violation also may overlap with a violation of other federal or state laws, such as ECOA or Regulation
B.80 However, technical compliance with ECOA, Regulation B, and other federal or state laws does not
shield a creditor from allegations of unfair, deceptive, or abusive conduct if, for example, the information
on which a denial is based is inaccurate. As a result, UDAAP/UDAP can provide a basis for alleging a
violation of law even when a regulator cannot show credit discrimination under ECOA or Regulation B.

E.

Application of the Law

A full account of the current state of the law in this area requires a discussion of how the law is applied
in practice. Although the relevant federal financial services laws described above apply equally to
bank and non-bank creditors, those laws are enforced quite differently. Most non-bank lenders are
not regularly examined by any federal (or state) agency and therefore have greater latitude to deploy
and use AI credit underwriting systems without sustained regulatory scrutiny. They are not required to
develop multi-stage processes for internal approval or obtain pre-approval from an examination team.
Conversely, banks are examined on a regular basis, in many cases by multiple agencies, and larger
banks have on-site examination teams providing constant supervision. Such asymmetry means that
the implementation of AI in the financial services industry for credit underwriting may be both underregulated and over-regulated at the same time.
The CFPB has the authority to bring enforcement actions against banks and non-banks alike,81
and examination authority over both large banks and certain types of non-bank lenders (known as
“larger participants”).82 However, in practice, most non-bank lenders tend to face limited fair lending
examination and enforcement from the CFPB. At the same time, state-level fair lending oversight and
enforcement varies widely in light of the resource limitations and varied enforcement priorities of state
regulators. Therefore, even non-bank lenders operating on a national scale are subject to limited and
uneven scrutiny of their fair lending practices as compared to banks.
Regulatory oversight is also strikingly different with respect to model risk management. Banks and
other depository institutions are subject to the Model Risk Management Guidance. Non-bank lenders
do not face any comparable limitations on model development and use. While the Guidance purports
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to be risk-based, noting that “details may vary from bank to bank,”83 some banks have reported that the
Guidance has been applied as if it were a mandatory rule.

III. Principled Modernization
A.

The Elements of Principled Modernization

As noted above, BPI recommends that the CFPB and the federal banking agencies undertake an
interagency process to evaluate and remove unwarranted regulatory obstacles to the responsible
use of AI in credit underwriting. This effort should preserve essential regulatory principles, such as
the prevention of unlawful discrimination, while aligning regulatory practices with the technological
innovations that are reshaping the landscape of consumer financial services. The resulting framework
should encompass, as appropriate, regulations, supervisory guidance, and examination procedures.
Such principled modernization will allow for “thoughtfully designed” regulation and supervision that
“ensure[s] risks are appropriately mitigated but do[es] not stand in the way of responsible innovations
that might expand access and convenience for consumers.”84
In undertaking such a process of principled modernization, BPI recommends that the CFPB and the
federal banking agencies follow the Memorandum issued by the Office of Management and Budget
(“OMB”) in January 2020 containing proposed Guidance for Regulation of Artificial Intelligence
Applications, and submit to OMB plans for achieving consistency with the Guidance.85The OMB
Memorandum makes clear that fostering innovation and growth of AI requires “reducing unnecessary
barriers to the development and deployment of AI” by, among other things, avoiding regulatory actions
that “needlessly hamper AI innovation and growth,” assessing the effect of potential regulations on AI
innovation and growth, and “avoid[ing] a precautionary approach that holds AI systems to such an
impossibly high standard that society cannot enjoy their benefits.”86 These guiding principles, along
with the ten principles of stewardship of AI applications outlined in the OMB Memorandum, align with
the recommendations set out in this white paper.87
To succeed, principled modernization in credit underwriting should satisfy each of the following six
elements:
•
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Coordination. Principled modernization requires a coordinated, interagency effort to develop a
consistent set of expectations for using AI in credit underwriting.88 These expectations can and
should advance both consumer protection and safety and soundness considerations.
•

Interagency coordination among the federal banking agencies and the CFPB is essential
because potential obstacles to the use of AI systems in credit underwriting may result from
consumer protection regulation, safety and soundness regulation, or both.

•

In particular, the standards for evaluating AI credit underwriting algorithms currently are
fragmented between consumer protection standards found in ECOA and safety and soundness
standards reflected in the Model Risk Management Guidance. This fragmented approach to
model evaluation hinders the adoption of AI credit underwriting systems by banks.
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•

•

•

•

Preservation of Regulatory Principles. Principled modernization should reflect the difference
between regulatory principles and regulatory practices. Regulatory principles should abide as
technology changes, but regulatory practices can and should evolve to meet new challenges and
opportunities.
•

Existing regulatory principles that should be preserved include the prohibition of unlawful
credit discrimination, transparency through the provision of reasons for adverse action, and
appropriate standards for the development, implementation, and use of credit underwriting
models.89

•

Existing regulatory practices that should be modernized include updated standards for model
risk management and for adverse action reasons that were written before the advent of AI in
credit underwriting, and so may pose unintended and unnecessary obstacles to its flexibility
and ingenuity.

Recognition of the Distinct Features of AI. Principled modernization should identify and retain
those regulatory practices that work well for both AI and traditional credit underwriting models,
while expanding or changing other regulatory practices to take into account the distinct features of
AI models and place AI and traditional models on an equal regulatory footing.
•

AI involves larger data sets and more complex forms of data analysis than traditional credit
underwriting. Moreover, AI models are dynamic, rather than static, and so will grow in
sophistication between regulatory reviews. These innovations help drive credit underwriting
that is fairer and more accurate, and so should be matched by innovation in the regulatory
framework.

•

In adopting targeted changes, preserving flexibility is critical given the pace of technological
innovation and the risk that prescriptive changes may have unintended consequences.90

Level Playing Field. Principled modernization should result in a regulatory framework that applies
equally to banks and non-banks, and so creates a level playing field for banks and non-banks using
AI in credit underwriting.
•

Consumers benefit when banks and non-banks have the same opportunity to innovate with
AI credit underwriting systems. Without modernization, banks will continue to face intense
scrutiny under the Model Risk Management Guidance while non-banks face little or no model
risk oversight.

•

As Federal Reserve Governor Lael Brainard has said: “[I]t is important not to drive responsible
innovation away from supervised institutions and toward less regulated and more opaque
spaces in the financial system.”91

Consistency. Principled modernization should result in a uniform regulatory framework that is
applied consistently by all federal financial regulatory agencies and agency staff.
•

Consistent application of the updated regulatory framework by all of the relevant regulatory
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agencies is essential to create a level playing field for banks and non-banks and to give all
banks the same opportunities to implement AI systems in credit underwriting, regardless of
charter.
•

•

For example, standards for developing, implementing, and using AI credit underwriting models
in a manner designed to prevent unlawful credit discrimination could be developed to apply
equally to both bank and non-bank lenders and to recognize that “[m]odels are never perfect”92
and that with proprietary vendor models, “not all aspects of a model may be fully transparent.”93

Transparency. Principled modernization requires transparency through regulatory publications,
whether issued jointly or in consultation and coordination among the agencies, so that all
stakeholders can understand the rules regarding the use of AI systems in credit underwriting.
•

Transparency can take many forms depending upon the issues identified and the solutions best
suited to addressing those issues.94

•

Options for providing regulatory transparency include: an interagency policy statement
regarding the use of AI systems for credit underwriting; revised model risk management
guidance; joint federal banking agency-CFPB guidance on AI model evaluation standards
for fair lending and safety and soundness purposes; revised examination procedures tailored
to AI credit underwriting models; and/or revisions to Regulation B or the model forms. Such
changes should be subject to public notice and comment whenever feasible, and to some form
of industry and other input in all cases.

Modernizing existing regulatory approaches as described above should allow more creditors to
utilize AI in credit underwriting, provide consistent consumer protection, strengthen safe and sound
underwriting practices, and foster responsible and fair outcomes.
Subsection B describes issues where banks’ compliance experience is already being applied to the use
of AI in credit underwriting. Subsection C discusses issues where principled modernization may be
needed to advance the use of AI in credit underwriting.

B.

Building upon Existing Standards

Principled modernization to facilitate the use of AI in credit underwriting does not require writing on
a blank slate. In fact, it has been a longstanding regulatory position that automated decision-making
processes in conventional credit underwriting tends to produce “more objective and consistent” results,
with less risk of error, than judgmental underwriting. 95 For example, the Federal Housing Administration
uses an automated program called the FHA TOTAL (Technology Open To Approved Lenders) Mortgage
Scorecard to evaluate borrower credit history and application information. FHA TOTAL is a statistically
derived algorithm accessed through an Automated Underwriting System that was developed by HUD.96
Given regulators’ longstanding partiality toward automated credit underwriting, banks’ substantial
experience with managing the fair lending risk associated with conventional credit underwriting
systems provides them with tools that can be adapted to manage the fair lending risks associated with
AI credit underwriting systems.
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The fair lending controls already used by banks for conventional credit underwriting systems, including
documented programming decisions, monitoring, and periodic testing of models and trend analysis,
are already being adapted to AI credit underwriting systems. Banks also understand the critical
importance of excluding data that potentially could result in discriminatory or unintended outcomes.
Indeed, compliance with the law can be furthered by AI credit underwriting systems because they
produce better, more predictive decisions and expand access to credit for creditworthy but underserved
consumers.97
Federal financial regulators have recognized that AI tools can assist regulated financial institutions with a
range of regulatory compliance issues, including Bank Secrecy Act/anti-money laundering compliance,
and recently have encouraged such uses.98 Just as banks are already using AI-based compliance tools
to address a range of regulatory compliance issues, AI-based monitoring tools can be used with AI
credit underwriting systems to provide enhanced capabilities for testing and model validation, and
allow institutions to more easily assess system performance and fair lending compliance.99
Substantial progress has already been made in adapting the controls that minimize the potential for
unlawful discrimination for conventional underwriting to the use of AI credit underwriting systems. Such
controls include modernized versions of steps taken by banks for decades with regard to conventional
credit underwriting systems.100 Specific steps that mitigate the risk of banks or any other creditors using
AI credit underwriting systems in a discriminatory manner can include:
•

filtering data sets so that AI credit underwriting systems do not consider prohibited bases or known
proxies for discrimination;

•

identifying and addressing clear indications that data sets are not representative of protected
classes;

•

including fair lending considerations in front-end testing of systems by reviewing each variable
and, if appropriate, the overall system for any prohibited bases or proxies for prohibited bases;

•

programming AI credit underwriting systems so that they cannot consider prohibited bases or
proxies for discrimination, such as narrow geographic areas;

•

closely monitoring AI credit underwriting systems to check for potentially discriminatory decisionmaking or unforeseen outcomes, which may include modern techniques for detection and mitigation
of algorithmic bias or conventional human oversight; and

•

validating that AI credit underwriting systems are not making decisions on a discriminatory basis
by conducting periodic testing of models and their results and trend analysis of those systems,
supplemented by file reviews when warranted.

With the help of these or other controls, the goals of fair lending can be advanced by AI credit
underwriting systems, which serve to produce better, more predictive decisions and expand access to
credit for creditworthy but underserved consumers.101
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C.
Potential Areas for Principled Modernization of the Regulatory
Framework
Consumers are best served by regulatory approaches that are not static or rigid, but are sufficiently
flexible and adaptable to the emergence of new technologies and new methods of providing financial
products and services. With regard to the use of AI in credit underwriting, there are a host of ways in
which regulatory approaches could be modernized to keep pace with technological advances.
Certain aspects of today’s regulatory framework could restrict banks’ ability to fully implement AI
systems in credit underwriting. The regulatory provisions, guidance, and supervisory approaches
that impede the use of AI were all enacted before AI became a feasible technology for use in credit
underwriting. The federal banking agencies’ Model Risk Management Guidance, for example, was
issued in 2011, before AI-based credit underwriting became feasible. Relevant provisions of Regulation
B and related fair lending guidance have existed largely in their present form for decades without
meaningful revision to reflect technological advances – including the transition from paper records to a
digital and mobile world. In many respects, the disconnect between current regulatory approaches and
the use of AI derives from outdated methods of applying existing regulatory standards to AI, rather than
from any conflict between the use of AI and long-standing legal standards, regulatory requirements,
and policy goals.
As described more fully below, a modernized regulatory framework should account for the use in AI
credit underwriting systems of new factors or combinations of factors not currently used in conventional
underwriting systems. Regulators should recognize that the specific reasons for adverse action notices
will need to reflect the broader data sets and factors considered in AI credit underwriting systems.
Recent CFPB statements about the flexibility of the existing adverse action notice framework are
encouraging in this regard.102 Similarly, a modernized framework should reflect the dynamic, iterative
nature of the systems. This will require that regulators think anew about how to devise appropriate
methods for developing, testing, and monitoring a different kind of credit underwriting.
In the past, other regulatory frameworks have been modernized to reflect changes in technology and
consumer behavior, and so provide a roadmap for updating the regulatory framework to promote the
responsible use of AI credit underwriting systems. A good example is the adjustment of Regulation E,
which implements the Electronic Fund Transfer Act, to cover prepaid accounts.103 The CFPB modernized
the Regulation E regulatory framework in 2016 to reflect the evolution and widespread adoption of
prepaid cards.104 These rules evolved from targeted provisions focused on government electronic benefit
transfer cards and payroll cards.105 Although the basic Regulation E protections remain in place, and
the same policy goals are being served, the CFPB (like the FRB before it) modified the error resolution
provisions and created alternatives to mandatory periodic statements to reflect the distinct attributes
of prepaid products.106
The same kind of principled modernization can protect consumers, prevent unlawful discrimination,
and promote bank safety and soundness while allowing banks to use AI to improve the efficiency and
fairness of credit underwriting. The next section describes some of the steps ahead.
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1. COORDINATION AND CONSISTENCY
Interagency coordination and consistency are critical components of principled modernization.107 The
advent of AI credit underwriting systems does not diminish the importance of longstanding policy
objectives or require they be sacrificed in order to obtain the benefits of AI. But this use of AI does serve
to illustrate the differences in the intensity of regulatory scrutiny between banks and non-banks. The
reduced regulatory scrutiny on non-bank credit underwriting models and lending practices has allowed
non-bank lenders to jump ahead of banks in adopting AI for credit underwriting. This asymmetry does
not serve the policy objectives of current law.
A coordinated approach to the oversight of AI in credit underwriting, and the consistent application of
the law and regulatory framework to banks and non-banks alike, would avoid regulatory imbalances.
Reducing such imbalances would both benefit competition in the credit markets and provide consistent
protections to consumers. Because AI systems implicate both consumer protection and safety and
soundness concerns, the creation of such a level playing field requires a coordinated and consistent
effort by both the federal banking agencies and the CFPB.
Leadership from the CFPB will be essential to developing a modern regulatory approach for the use
of AI in credit underwriting. To begin, the CFPB has a mandate from the Congress to ensure “that all
consumers have access to markets . . . that are fair, transparent, and competitive,” and that “outdated,
unnecessary, or unduly burdensome regulations are regularly identified and addressed.”108 Moreover,
the CFPB has exclusive rule-writing and interpretive authority over a wide range of federal consumer
financial protection laws. Accordingly, the CFPB has the mission and means to modernize many of the
rules that raise uncertainty and friction with respect to the use of AI in credit underwriting.
Similarly, the CFPB is the only federal agency that examines and enforces ECOA and other consumer
financial protection laws against both banks and non-banks. Indeed, under the Dodd-Frank Act, it has
exclusive examination authority over the consumer financial protection laws with respect to both nonbanks and banks with greater than $10 billion in assets. The CFPB is thus uniquely positioned to ensure
that its rules are implemented effectively by bank and non-bank lenders alike. This supervisory process
can be strengthened by updating CFPB examination manual and examiner training materials to ensure
that examiners understand the use of AI in credit underwriting.
The CFPB has additional tools at its disposal here. The CFPB could further regulatory consistency
by expanding its larger participant rules to encompass non-bank lenders in additional markets. Such
leadership on the use of AI in credit underwriting could help to ensure that consumers are treated fairly
regardless of the type of lender from whom they seek credit. Furthermore, the CFPB is the federal
agency best suited to ensure appropriate consumer education about the use of AI in credit underwriting,
including helping consumers understand how new types of information may be evaluated to determine
creditworthiness.
Consumers will benefit if the CFPB and other federal regulators work together to level the regulatory
playing field for AI-based credit underwriting. Regulatory impediments to deploying AI credit
underwriting systems at banks may serve as barriers to consumer credit. When borrowers have fewer
choices, they face higher fees and interest rates, and other less favorable terms. In addition, consumers
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who rely on non-bank credit may experience more difficulty building a good credit history, and the less
favorable terms of non-bank loans may hinder consumers’ ability to repay the credit in a timely manner,
and therefore depress their credit scores. Coordination and consistency in the regulation of the use of
AI in credit underwriting would promote lending to the benefit of consumers who presently lack access
to bank credit.

2. PREVENTING DISCRIMINATION
ECOA applies to the use of AI credit underwriting systems, just as it applies to conventional underwriting
systems or any other aspect of a credit transaction. Nevertheless, because AI in credit underwriting
presents novel issues, some regulatory innovation may be needed. Such changes would be designed to
provide regulatory certainty and reduce the litigation and enforcement risk that banks would otherwise
face in adopting AI. Such principled modernization could help foster both the regulatory principles of
ECOA and the benefits of AI in credit underwriting.
The CFPB, for example, should consider whether the current regulatory framework for ECOA—
including its rules, official interpretations, and examination procedures—adequately takes into account
the dynamic nature of AI and the use by AI of new factors or combinations of factors not currently used
in conventional credit underwriting systems. These new factors or combinations of factors provide
new ways to evaluate the creditworthiness of applicants, and so promote financial inclusion. The
beneficiaries of this increased access to credit would include underserved borrowers, including young
consumers, new immigrants, and consumers with impaired credit histories.
Where possible, the standards for AI credit underwriting systems should mirror standards that apply
to conventional credit underwriting systems. Regulation B standards generally prevent creditors from
including prohibited bases or known proxies for prohibited bases in credit underwriting systems.109
Creditor best practices for applying this standard to AI credit underwriting systems may include
reviewing and filtering data sets to prevent those systems from considering prohibited bases or
known proxies for prohibited bases, identifying and addressing clear indications that data sets are not
representative of the whole population, and programming those systems to discourage consideration
of prohibited bases. In addition, traditional standards for periodic fair lending testing, model testing
and model validation in ex-post assessments may continue to make sense for an AI credit underwriting
system performance to test for and prevent discriminatory outcomes. Other best practices may include
conducting fair lending testing that compares approval rates and APR results for protected classes
under an AI credit underwriting system against the approval rates and APR results from a conventional
credit underwriting system.110
Other aspects of the ECOA regulatory framework may need some adjustment to reflect AI credit
underwriting systems. For example, modern techniques for detection and mitigation of algorithmic bias
are not a feature of conventional underwriting systems and are not addressed in examination procedures
or other supervisory guidance.111 The CFPB should clarify how these techniques can contribute to: (1)
periodically revalidating AI credit underwriting systems; (2) monitoring AI system performance; (3)
triggering human intervention and course corrections when monitoring reveals potential discrimination
or unforeseen disparate outcomes; and (4) documenting system performance and adjustments for
supervisory review. Here too, techniques used to evaluate judgmental overrides in conventional credit
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underwriting systems can and should be leveraged and updated to apply to the evaluation of how these
modern techniques engage in overrides of AI credit underwriting system outcomes.
In addition, the CFPB should consider clarifying that an AI credit underwriting system can qualify as an
empirically derived credit scoring system. In this respect, certain elements of the Regulation B definition
of an “empirically derived, demonstrably and statistically sound, credit scoring system” may need to be
revised, supplemented, or clarified to reflect the attributes of dynamic AI systems. For instance, the
current examples of periodic revalidation may not reflect the methods used with AI credit underwriting
systems.112 A further discussion of empirically derived credit scoring systems is found below.
A modernized regulatory framework can foster responsible innovation in AI credit underwriting while
achieving consistent and high standards of fair lending protection for consumers across all lenders.
Consistent standards should help ensure that the use AI credit underwriting systems with appropriate
controls, such as modern techniques intended to mitigate algorithm bias and periodic testing, would
not immediately raise fair lending or UDAAP concerns if and when an AI credit underwriting system
requires course correction.

3. UPDATING ADVERSE ACTION NOTICES
Principled modernization must also address the rules that require a statement of specific reasons for an
adverse credit decision in an adverse action notice.
Under Regulation B, creditors must be able to provide up to four specific and accurate reasons for the
action taken in connection with providing adverse action notices.113 This obligation applies to creditors
that use AI credit underwriting systems, just as it does to creditors using conventional underwriting
systems. The official interpretations of Regulation B outline certain basic methods for identifying the
specific reasons for adverse action when using a credit scoring system.114
The CFPB’s 2019 Fair Lending Report, released in April 2020, provides clarifications regarding adverse
action notice. The report states that the regulatory framework “has built-in flexibility that can be
compatible with AI algorithms” where, for example, “the variables and key reasons are known, but
which may rely upon non-intuitive relationships.”115 The report also notes that a creditor “need not
describe how or why a disclosed factor adversely affected an application” or a credit score, and does
not mandate the use of “any particular list of reasons.”116 BPI appreciates the CFPB’s constructive and
timely guidance. BPI believes the CFPB’s 2019 Fair Lending Report provides an excellent foundation
and building block for additional guidance related to adverse action.
A key challenge for the early adoption of AI credit underwriting systems has involved the ability of such
systems to generate the specific and accurate reasons for credit denials and other adverse decisions.
The challenge lies in tracing the decision-making logic used by an AI credit underwriting system to
identify, isolate, and weigh the importance of the factors or combinations of factors that most impacted
the adverse outcome. Academic work on AI has led to the development of new methods for explaining
AI decisions that vendors of AI credit underwriting systems may use to generate reasons for the action
taken.117
Building upon its 20190 Fair Lending Report, the CFPB should consider how well these methods
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developed for AI models align with the illustrative methods for selecting reasons described in the official
interpretations to Regulation B and whether additional methods should be added as examples.118 The
CFPB, for example, might consider whether to supplement the official interpretations to reference the
methods used in AI credit underwriting systems for identifying reasons for adverse credit decisions.
Here, it is particularly important to maintain the “built-in flexibility” the CFPB has acknowledged exists
in ECOA and Regulation B, as research into methods for generating reasons or explanations is ongoing
and new methods may evolve as work in this area progresses. Likewise, the CFPB might consider
whether these new methods can be used to generate the key factors that adversely affected a credit
score produced by an FCRA-regulated AI-based credit scoring system.
With AI credit underwriting systems, the potential reasons for adverse credit decisions are more diverse
because AI systems analyze vastly larger data sets than conventional systems. As a result, the sample
reasons listed in the Regulation B sample notices, even though non-exhaustive and non-binding, may
not reflect the breadth of reasons that may be generated by an AI credit underwriting system.119 In
addition, the use of unfamiliar reasons or methods for determining reasons that are not mentioned in
Regulation B or official interpretations could create an elevated risk of an allegation of unfair, deceptive,
or abusive conduct. For these reasons, the adoption of additional sample reasons for adverse action
that capture reasons generated by AI models would be useful for both industry and consumers.
The CFPB, therefore, should consider providing an expanded list of sample adverse action reasons in
the sample notification forms in Appendix C to Regulation B. These additional reasons should reflect
new factors or combinations of factors that may lead to credit denials in AI credit underwriting systems.
The reasons for adverse action should remain short and simple, and continue to not require customized
explanations that “describe how or why a factor adversely affected” a specific applicant or application.120
In addition, as new reasons for credit decisions emerge, consumer education would be important to
mitigate consumer confusion about how AI-based credit decisions can be based on unfamiliar factors
or combinations of factors.

4. RECONSIDERING MODEL RISK MANAGEMENT STANDARDS
The federal banking agencies’ Model Risk Management Guidance could raise potential impediments
to the implementation of AI credit underwriting systems at banks, and the application of that Guidance
may magnify those impediments. In some circumstances, the Guidance has reportedly been applied
by bank examiners to require banks to submit models to regulators for review and approval in advance
of initial use or updates (even when not required by law or regulation), and to require a multi-stage
internal review as well.121
For the reasons described below, application of the current Model Risk Management Guidance to AI
credit underwriting systems could adversely impact banks’ ability to deploy and use such systems in a
timely manner to meet consumer credit needs and compete with non-bank lenders using AI systems.
First, the application of the Guidance to AI credit underwriting systems (and updates to such systems)
may constrain the dynamic, constantly evolving, and data-driven nature of AI systems and limit the
operational benefits at the heart of AI.
Second, the Guidance applies only to banks, not non-bank lenders, and therefore results in an uneven
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playing field. Non-bank lenders have no obligation to follow the strictures of the Guidance, which
provides these lenders with a distinct advantage over banks in implementing AI credit underwriting
systems.
Third, although the Guidance gives banks flexibility to modify the model risk management framework
for validating vendor and other third-party models,122 the federal banking agencies reportedly have not
consistently granted this flexibility to banks with regard to vendor-developed AI credit underwriting
systems. By contrast, the federal banking agencies appear not to require a similar process for widelyused conventional underwriting systems. A better solution would be for all credit underwriting
systems—conventional or AI-based—to be subject to the same kind of regulatory review.
Fourth, as noted above, Title X of the Dodd-Frank Act shifted primary responsibility for consumer
financial protection from the federal banking agencies and the FTC to the CFPB, which affords the
CFPB with broad insight into the use and application of consumer lending systems and their application
across banks and non-banks.
Regulation B and its official interpretations address credit scoring systems—including both AI credit
underwriting systems and conventional credit underwriting systems—independent of the Guidance
issued by the FRB and OCC. While the federal banking agencies apply the Guidance for safety and
soundness purposes, the CFPB through Regulation B evaluates AI credit underwriting systems in terms
of consumer protection using the standards for empirically derived credit scoring systems.
To better accommodate the use of AI technology in credit underwriting and facilitate a coordinated and
consistent approach to the oversight of consumer lending systems, the federal banking agencies and
the CFPB should consider adopting a joint and coordinated approach to model oversight standards for
systems used in credit underwriting or otherwise pertinent to consumer financial protection laws, such
as AI credit underwriting systems.123 Such an approach could reflect safety and soundness, fair lending,
and consumer protection principles. Joint guidance related to developing, implementing, and using AI
credit underwriting models could:
•

specify what steps the law requires a lender to take in reviewing systems for purposes of compliance
with the consumer financial protection laws and apply those steps to banks and non-banks alike;

•

harmonize relevant standards derived from the Guidance with Regulation B standards for empirically
derived credit scoring systems for application to AI credit underwriting systems; and

•

clarify, among other things, that examiner approval is not required prior to adopting or modifying
an AI credit underwriting system.

An interagency standard could promote a level playing field by applying equally to both bank and nonbank lenders and outline the steps that both banks and non-banks are expected to take to review AI
credit underwriting systems for purposes of compliance with federal consumer financial protection
laws. Any such standard should reflect a recognition that “[m]odels are never perfect,”124 and that, with
proprietary vendor models, “not all aspects of a model may be fully transparent.”125
In the long run, the same level of regulatory scrutiny should apply to both AI credit underwriting systems
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and conventional credit underwriting systems. Likewise, the same level of scrutiny should apply to all
vendor-supplied credit underwriting systems, whether those systems are AI systems or conventional
credit scoring systems.

5. TRANSPARENCY
The federal banking agencies and the CFPB have a wide range of tools to drive the kinds of incremental
changes and sensible approaches to oversight that could further the goals outlined in this white paper.
Regulations, official interpretations, examination procedures, and interagency guidance or statements
are among the tools available to modernize the regulatory framework. The agencies should use these
and other tools to ensure that lenders and borrowers alike understand the rules regarding credit
underwriting. A transparent process that actively encourages public participation will best serve the
interests of all stakeholders and create public trust in AI credit underwriting systems and the regulatory
framework established to provide oversight of those systems.126 Of course, transparency to consumers
is impeded if there are inconsistent rules depending upon the type of credit underwriting system or the
lender making the loan.
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IV. Conclusion
The dynamic and iterative recalibration of decisions through AI helps creditors make better, fairer,
more responsible loan decisions, promotes inclusion, and expands access to credit, particularly for
underserved consumers. Regulatory approaches should be dynamic and iterative as well, adjusting to new information and technological capabilities. The advent of AI presents the CFPB and the
federal banking agencies with a unique opportunity to modernize the current regulatory framework
to enhance credit underwriting, improve credit access, and level the playing field for all lenders while
preserving and enhancing the effectiveness of core regulatory principles of consumer protection, fair
lending, and safety and soundness. BPI looks forward to working collaboratively with its regulatory partners to achieve these shared goals and hopes that the recommendations contained in
this white paper will move the process forward.
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